
With Vicon’s true, standards-based open platform
and Vicon Analytics, it is easy to seamlessly gain efficiencies in incident investigations and business operations. 

With video analytics embedded in the IQeye family of Vicon cameras that seamlessly integrates into ViconNet  
video management software (VMS), video surveillance is no longer a passive tool, but an effective, proactive  
detection system.  

With Vicon Analytics alerts are automatically generated without 
the need for an analytics server. 

Vicon Analytics is seamlessly integrated with and supported by ViconNet VMS.

POWERED BY INTELLIGENCE

VICON 
ANALYTICS 

      MOTION DETECTION

Vicon’s advanced motion detector 
reduces the number of false alarms 
by intelligently analyzing motion 
in a scene and filtering out false 
triggers from lighting changes and 
non-human movements such as 
those made by animals and trees.  

      CAMERA TAMPERING

Vicon Analytics monitors video 
to detect camera failures or 
tampering.  Alerts will be 
generated when a camera lens is 
partially or completely blocked  
or the field of view or camera 
angle has been altered.

    INTRUSION DETECTION

Vicon Analytics provides 
automated perimeter monitoring 
to secure a specified area or zone 
and will monitor the area for 
people or vehicle intrusion. 

ALERTS CAN BE AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED IN REAL-TIME FOR:



This program will be conceived to deliver a simple and affordable solution that provides access to  
fundamental business intelligence and can be deployed without compromising security or installing additional 
software or hardware.  

With different subscription options to choose from, the cost of deployment, maintenance and operation are kept  
to a minimum and customers can begin collecting, analyzing and making data-driven security and business decisions 
in an easy and affordable way.

For 48 years, Vicon has been an experienced designer and manufacturer of video management 
software, high-performance megapixel IP cameras, video storage solutions and access control 
systems and is unrivaled in its experience in the surveillance market. Vicon combines a complete 
security solution with a vast team-ecosystem of business and technology partners to bring the 
most comprehensive security solution in the market. Vicon is dedicated to driving innovative 
technology and enabling users to deliver enhanced security protection and monitoring.
 
Vicon’s premiere standards-based video integration platform, together with its revolutionary 
surveillance cameras and components are sold through an experienced network of highly trained 
installing dealers, system integrators and distributors.
 
For more information about Vicon, which is publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange 
under the symbol “VII”, please visit: www.vicon-security.com. 

VICON BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SERVICES
UNLOCK THE VALUE OF ANALYTICS

WATCH FOR MORE EXCITING ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM VICON AS WE WORK TO GO BEYOND CONVENTIONAL 
ANALYTICS AND UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL OF VIDEO DATA.

Vicon recognizes the need to take analytics to the next level, where real business needs are solved  
by focused solutions. 

Vicon’s Business Intelligence Services 
is a developing concept that creates unique opportunities to turn video data into actionable insights  
that power better business decisions and improve the overall effectiveness of surveillance systems.

ABOUT VICON


